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Abstract. Digital transformation has reached all business areas regarding the
process, products, and services. One of the areas that is also concerning to this
transformation urgency are libraries. Since the pandemic ofCovid-19 limited phys-
ical access, library with its role to give their resources and services of knowledge
gateways, aims to optimize their capabilities to be accessed widely. Examining the
idea of digital transformation in libraries considering organizational and service
capabilities is the primary goal of this paper, this including improvement that need
to be following by the librarian and its collectionmanagement towards the trend of
technology to be long term accessible. Researchers have traditionally focused on
the technology forms and value of its development, while this research will focus
on examining library capabilities to the digital transformation. To achieve this goal,
the author will use digital maturity adopting from digital preservation coalition
rapid assessment model that using eleven-dimension organization viability, policy
and strategy, legal basis, information technology, continuous improvement, com-
munity, and others with simple method and based on good practices. The maturity
model can be measured by comprehensive assessment to understand the current
state and understanding gaps also priorities to measure the future state. The result
of this future research may provide best practices of library assessment of its capa-
bilities, that can be used as reference for traditional libraries to exist and continue
their roles for many years.

Keywords: digital transformation · library · digital preservation · rapid
assessment model

1 Introduction

The impact of digital transformation in libraries can be seen in areas such as service
delivery, service use, library management, patronage of library services, and library
material format. The demands of the day have beenmet by 21st-century libraries [1].User
expectations are rapidly revamping alongwith the developments in ICTand globalization
[2]. Global pandemic challenges facing both the staff working in-house and at home are
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not minimum. While certain issues have created significant impediments that hinder
library staff’s abilities to perform their duties, others have given them opportunities to
learn, become more technologically savvy, and be creative and collaborative [3]. To
deliver the best services in the shortest amount of time during the overcoming data,
libraries and librarians must also keep up with the latest technological advancements
[4].

The American Digital Library Federation has defined the digital library as “Digital
libraries are organizations that provide the resources, including the specialized staff, to
select, structure, offer intellectual access to, interpret, distribute, preserve the integrity of,
and ensure the persistence over time of collection of digital works so that they are readily
and economically available for use by a defined community or set of communities.” [5].

Digital formats are used more frequently to produce and communicate our cultural,
historical, and scientific heritage. The ubiquity, pervasiveness, variety, and fluidity of
such content generate various difficulties about the role of research libraries and archives
in digital preservation in the face of quick organizational and technological change
as well as changeable organizational aims. To maintain the validity, correctness, and
functionality of content throughout time in the face of administrative and technological
changes, digital preservation involves managing and maintaining digital artifacts.

The care of primary sources and cultural heritage materials through generations has
traditionally been the responsibility of archives, national libraries, and research libraries
to guarantee long-term access [6]. Tools for relevant, dependable, and valid evaluation
will be required if library-based making is utilized to promote learning opportunities
and advance library objectives. Meeting the needs of customers and librarians in terms
of assessment is one of the objectives of libraries. Knowing who is being assessed,
where they are being assessed, and what learning is being assessed is the foundation
of assessment design. [7]. Management of digital repositories and archives must take
assessment into account. It frequently serves as a strategic decision-making and resource
investment input. Organizations using a framework must be able to trust the diagnosis
provided by the assessment model and supplied through application of the assessment
technique, regardless of whether assessment is done for certification or improvement
[8].

The Digital Preservation Coalition Rapid Assessment Model (DPC RAM) is a new
resource from the DPC and builds upon other maturity models including the National
Digital Stewardship Alliance (NDSA) levels and Digital Preservation Capability and
Maturity Model (DPCMM). DPC RAM is notable by being designed to be simple to
use and includes a self-assessment worksheet and graphical analysis [9]. The iPRES
2018’s Digital Preservation Storage Criteria (or “Criteria”) is the outcome of a collab-
orative effort based in the digital preservation community. As digital preservation pro-
grams advance, technology choices appear and develop, and possibilities and constraints
become more apparent, criteria are aimed to accommodate changing organizational
requirements [10].

Presented on iPRES 2021, the ARCHIVER digital preservation project using DPC
RAM to be use on Long Term Digital Preservation (LTDP) to follow Findable, Acces-
sible, Interoperable, and Reusable (FAIR) guiding principles [11]. With the emergence
of library towards to the digital era and long-term availability, DPC RAM model can
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provide a comprehensive assessment of current situation and improve the capabilities of
the future needs.

2 Literature Review

A. Library Transformation

Libraries now face competition from a variety of technologies that provide quick
access to free information resources as theworld of digital information continues to grow.
Therefore, the obvious digitization of books is only one aspect of the digital transforma-
tion of libraries. It can also have an impact on the structure and overall goals of the library,
such as changing it from a “book-centered” knowledge center to a “Technology sup-
ported learning-center,” where online learning services and cutting-edge technological
systems make it simple to access a new learning culture [12].

Library leadersmust go beyond their ownwalls to understand the issues the university
is facing and what possible contributions they might make to bridging technology and
people for mutual benefit. The challenges of teaching and learning, digital scholarship,
the digital student experience, and organizational business transformation are starting
to be turned into opportunities by librarians in the west, who are thereby playing a
crucial role in enabling and facilitating the university digital transformation [13]. The
current era’s new trend is digital libraries, institutional repositories, and open archives,
which meet users’ demands for exact information since they are more information-
consciouswhile accessing electronic information for varied objectives, such as academic
or research needs [14].

The proficient and professional fronts with roles and responsibilities have also been
changed and library professionals called as information promoter, consortia adminis-
trator, consultant, Comfortable manager, facilitator, guide/teacher, knowledge manager,
researcher, etc. Application of (ICTs), in the library surroundings has moved libraries
from the traditional to hybrid and then automated library, digital library and virtual
library [15]. Digital preservation consists of a combination of people, processes, and
technology that together give us the capabilities to record, store, and make digital items
accessible for whatever longwemay need. All the tasks required tomaintain andmanage
digital artifacts so that they can be accessed and used by future users collectively are
referred to as “digital preservation.” To improve our processes, policies, staff training
program, IT set up, and other areas, digital preservation has involved more than just
purchasing a solution to add to our already complex digital landscape [16].

B. Digital Maturity Model

A system’s “maturity” refers to a state of being finished, ideal, or prepared and is
the end result of system development. Organizations and other maturing systems, for
instance, develop their capacities over time in order to achieve a desired future state. It
outlines what a business has already accomplished in terms of transformation initiatives
and how a business methodically gets ready to adapt to a more digital world in order to
remain competitive. Amaturity model outlines the usual paths that businesses take when
undergoing transformation and offers some advice on how to approach such a process.
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Companies can evaluate their readiness for the digital transformation using digital
maturity models that take into account a number of different factors. An area of action is
described by a dimension,which is a particular, quantifiable, and autonomous component
that reflects a significant, fundamental, and distinctive characteristic of digital maturity
[17]. This mostly entails the immediate actions that these models advise businesses to
do in order to create a digital ecosystem and dominate their respective markets. This
relates to the several areas of attention including improving the customer experience,
using effective strategy, and implementing digital technology [18] (Fig. 1).

In libraries, process improvement has taken on more significance, particularly in the
setting of higher education. The instruments used to quantify efficacy and evaluate the
quality of library services are always changing. Evaluated and in charge. The software
engineering industry’s implementation of capability maturity within a framework gave
rise to the Capability Maturity Model (CMM). A CMM outlines the requirements and
traits that must be met to achieve each of the five levels of capability maturity [19]
(Fig. 2).

Almost no organization is immune from the need to proactively handle the require-
ments of long-term information assets maintained in digitally encoded formats and
systems now that the majority of business information is “born digital”. A common
complaint from the communities of archives, libraries, records management that it is
challenging to ensure access to genuine, usable electronic records with long-term oper-
ational, regulatory, legal is so complex, perplexing, and expensive. In the Digital Preser-
vation Capability Maturity Model (DPCMM), authenticity, access, and preservation of
authentic, accessible, and reliable electronic records over the long term are supported by
this capability maturity model’s fifteen (15) components, or major process areas. Each
element is explained, and metrics are specified for each of the five (5) degrees of digital

Fig. 1. Design Parameter of Maturity Model

Fig. 2. Capability Maturity Model
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Fig. 3. Digital Preservation Capability Maturity Model

preservation capabilities. Before the next higher level may be reached, conformance and
consistent performance at any given level are necessary [20] (Fig. 3).

Existing maturity models focus on fields, restrict their scope to a particular subset
of preservation considerations, or promote specific preservation methods. The approach
should make it simple for organizations to evaluate where they are right now and think
about where they want to be in the future. The Digital Preservation Coalition Rapid
Assessment Model (DPC RAM) is a maturity modelling tool to enable a rapid bench-
marking of an organization’s digital preservation capability that offers a collection of
organizational and service level skills that are evaluated using a clear and uniform set
of maturity levels. This model aspires to be: (1) Adaptable to businesses of any size
and in any industry; (2) Compatible with any long-term value content; (3) Preservation
strategy and solution agnostic; (4) Based on existing good practice; and (5) Simple to
comprehend and quick to implement. On the level that is most like its current condition,
this evaluation should be truthful and reasonable. The score given should be the level
below when an organization only partially satisfies a level but believes that additional
work is necessary to sit comfortably inside that level [21]. By determining this 3-maturity
model, researchers see that DPC RAM has a simple comprehensive model and tool, that
can be use by library for the beginning of assessment and of the annual evaluation on
the future.

C. Dimensions of DPC RAM

DPC RAM is divided into two halves and contains 11 sections that each cover a
different aspect of digital preservation capability. Organizational or other suitable high
level granularity is used to identify organizational capabilities (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. DPCRAM Organizational Capabilities
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Fig. 5. DPCRAM Service Capabilities

Fig. 6. Current and Future Level Setup

Service capabilities are operational levels that may be viewed at a more granular
level and may be exclusive to a single content stream (Fig. 5).

The measurements for each of the five (5) levels are described: (0) Minimal
Awareness, (1) Awareness, (2) Basic, (3) Managed, (4) Optimized [21] (Fig. 6).

3 Research Methods

A. Data Research and Analysis

This research will be done between the user (librarian and management) and
researcher using DPC RAMworksheet as tools, that contains dimensions and level met-
ric to examine the current evidence on the library condition. Researchers must explain
about themetric and ensure that userwill do understand andwill give their honest answer.
User answers must be recorded to make sure there is no misunderstanding between user
and researcher. Following to examine the current condition of the library, researcher will
have discussion with head of library or management level regarding the future level to
be achieve, and what to be in place on facilitating the future level. After data regarding
current and future level collected, shows visualization of the gap level for each dimension
to the user.

B. Decision Making

The DPC RAM dimensions measure not only the digital collection, but also pol-
icy, librarian skills, authenticity, community, and continuous improvement. Assessment
using the worksheet can support management level to have better understanding of the
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condition, prioritize onwhich area that real urgent to continue the business process of the
library, and building strategy for library to be long-term manage with proper resources,
business process and IT infrastructure to support the accessibility of digital preservation
worldwide.

4 Conclusion

The library assessment by using maturity model and metric can measuring the capability
and summarize on supporting feedback that can aid in the better understanding of users
and librarians of the emerging technology possibilities to be long-term accessible with
reliable information. The result of the assessment also can be supporting document to
improve the skills of the librarian and ITwith the training andworkshop opportunity, also
engage with the latest knowledge of digital preservation to have service of excellence.
Patrons and librarians will have better strategy on priorities of the library, that consid-
erable of investing resources on the future (infrastructure, staff, and other supporting
elements).

This research is an initial step to learning on assessment model for library in pre-
serving goals and determining on how the assessment can be applied. Understand that
each maturity model with their tool has limitation, this research contributes to the learn-
ing process of library assessment with comprehensive concept and helping librarian and
patrons to ensure their strategy and decision on addressing to priority target with possible
level. To support patrons and the library have a strong and continuing library activity
and sustain with the technology competition.
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